From a finite von Neumann algebra f$ with a faithful normal trace and its normal injective * endomorphism $ satisfying 0(S) = 0(1)$0(1), we construct another von Neumann algebra M(3f, 0) by a method which reduces to groupmeasure construction when % is commutative and <j> is an automorphism. Conversely, any von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal state p such that log J p has exclusively an isolated point spectrum and the center of 5D? 0 coincides with its center is a direct sum of M(%j, 0^), y = l,..., and possibly a finite von Neumann algebra, where each $j satisfies <j> 3 
Conversely, any von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal state p such that log J p has exclusively an isolated point spectrum and the center of 5D? 0 coincides with its center is a direct sum of M(%j, 0^), y = l,..., and possibly a finite von Neumann algebra, where each $j satisfies <j> 3 
(%) = 0j(l) % 0j(l), <f>j(z) = z(?>j(l) for all central element z of % and $j(l)* = e~aj.
If p is a KMS state under time translation of a C* algebra, which is asymptotically abelian with respect to (either discrete or continuous) space translation and if the spectrum of generator of time translation has exclusively an isolated point spectrum in the representation associated with p, then the associated von Neumann algebra has the above structure where the asymptotic ratio set of f£j-as well as that of a possible finite summand (if non-zero) is {1} and roo(Af(Sfy, <pj)) = S Xj where Xj = e a j. The last result on asymptotic ratio set is limited to the case where the representation space is separable.
A generalization of Jf(f5, <f>) for a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of a finite von Neumann algebra, instead of one 0, is given. § 1.
Notation and Main Results
Let 3Ji be a von Neumann algebra, Q be a cyclic and separating unit vector, A be the modular operator for Q, r(t)Q = A^QA" 1 *, /be the modular conjugation operator for J2 and j(Q) = JQJ.
$Q a denotes the eigenspace of log A belonging to an eigenvalue a and 3W a denotes the set of @e2ft such that r(t)Q = e ita Q. It is known that 2J£ 0 is a finite von Neumann algebra containing the center Q of Wl and J2
is a cyclic and separating trace vector for 2J1 0 restricted to £> 0 . 3o denotes the center of 2TC 0 . 3o ^3-We are interested in the structure of 5K and we can analyze it when log A has exclusively an isolated point spectrum and 3o-3- (ii) P Q m is finite if P 0^0 , (iii) P n Wl is * isomorphic to M(P W 9J1 0 , 0 W ) /or s0m# normal injective * endomorphism <j> n of P n W, Q satisfying if P w^0 , where \ is the canonical tl mapping in 2ft 0 .
In a special case where 2ft is a factor, the spectrum of logJ is necessarily an additive group. (This statement is always true if all subspaces tQ(I^ = (E /3 -Q -E a+0 )fQ for 4 = \AdE x . > I=(a, /?), is cyclic for 2ft (and hence separating for 2ft due to / §(/) = §( -/)) even when J has a continuous spectrum.)
Examples where the center of 2ft 0 does not coincide with the center of Tl are tensor product of ITPFI of the class 5 01 (type III or II) with any finite von Neumann algebra where the vector & is product of a defining product vector of the ITPFI with a cyclic and separating trace vector for the finite von Neumann algebra. Another example for 3o^3 is R X ®R with @ = Q X § §® where Q x is the defining product vector of R x , R is type 1 2 This theorem is applicable to a situation where p is a KMS state for time translation of a C* algebra A, which is asymptotically abelian for (discrete or continuous) space translation, the generator of time translation has exclusively an isolated point spectrum in the representation associated with p and the representation space is separable. §2. Construction of M(g, 0)
Let f$ be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space ŵ ith a cyclic and separating unit trace vector W and % c be the center of %. Let \ be the canonical \ mapping on $ c , J w be the modular conjugation operator for W and jw(Q}=JyQJ^.
Let $ be a normal injective * endomorphism of ££> &w be the vector state by 3F, and 0*<% be the normal positive linear functional defined by Both <% and $*<% are faithful and tracial.
By the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a strictly positive selfadjoint operator A^=\kdE^ such that E£^$ c and lim <t>*u
In other words, W is in the domain of 0(^) = lim z 0(^4 z ) and (2.1) WGW 0(*)?K^)20 = (F, *F), *EE&.
(These equations hold for ze£5 as will be seen in the following proof.) 
We also define partially isometric operators
21) Ui
The von Neumann algebra M(f5, ^) and a candidate for its commutant are defined by We need a Lemma on the mapping F^R introduced in |J2]. 
Lemma 7. If Z is a center of a finite von Neumann algebra R and p is a trace on R, then

Proof of Theorem 1
Step 1. Let be s a the support of § a in 3Ji, namely the smallest projection in 9Ji satisfying (1 -5 tt ) § a = 0. We prove s a e, 3- Since $Q a is invariant under A lt (as a set), ^5^, J'Q = 0 for all real £.
Hence s^eSD^Q.
Since SD^o^a^^a? any Q^W, Q commutes with s a . Hence s a^QQ .
By assumption 3 -3o» we have s a^Q .
Step 2. Step 2, we obtain Step 3.
Step 4. For 17e (SDU,. ,-. .
(3.5)
Proof. For 2re3o 5 Setting U" = U'u, we have ?7" e (5Ui a )^. ,-. and
We also have U" U" * = U' U'* * 0 and hence U" 3=0. This contradicts with the maximality of {?/"}.
Step 6. Fix C/-B such that I^sCUR,, ),.,., tf a #* = ««. Then (C/*f/J» = e~as a . Such f/ a exists for a>0 by Step Let U n = P n U an , ti n = P n $, % n = PnW Q . g w is known to be a finite von Neumann algebra with @ n as a cyclic (in P n $Q) and separating trace vector, Let 0 w = 0 a JSw ^ satisfies (3.6)~(3.8), where $ a is replaced by 0 W , 2ft 0 by S,,, 3o by the center g wc of §•", a by a w , and 5 a by P M .
Sfe/> 9. Uffi n Q n and g w (f/*) OT^w , ire = 0, 1, 2,... span the whole space Since 0<b-ma n <a n , this contradicts the definition of P n .
Step 10. P n yH, Q n , % n and U n are unitarily equivalent to Af(g n , 0 n ), Step 5.
Step 7. If zeB 0 5 fl and f/e(9Ji a )^z,, then <j>°(z)U=Uz. Step 5 of Section 3, except the inequality is now proved using Step 11 as follows:
Step 13. There exists ^^(fJJ^.,. 
Q(f} = ((r(t)Q)f(t)dt
and c = J|/(*)| cM(^/(0) = l). Since Q f is separating for 3K 0 , there exists ^,-eS?^ such that H^-^^H <(4|!^||c)-1 e. Since 21 is weakly dense in 3JZ, the unit ball of 7^ (21) Step 15. So = BBy the same proof as that of Lemma 5, U7r^(2l) a is total in Si.
Since QQ p s=$ a for (?e2ft a , (1-O^ = 0 and "hence (l-sj<? = 0 for §J a . Hence (2e7r /) (2l) a commutes with (l-s a }z trivially and with s a z by Step 14 if z^$ Q . Hence z^Q Q commutes with n p (^V) a for any a and hence belongs to 3-
Step 16. roo (P n M)=S Xn . Since the spectrum of modular operator for P n @ is S Xn , x n = e~a n = <t> n (l)\ we have by
We now show that P n M has the property L( n with A n = (I + x n )~lx n which shows
by Ql], if the space is separable. The same computation as (5.1) shows where the second inequality is obtained in a similar manner as the first.
Since 7T p (P n ),Q p is cyclic and separating for P n Wl on n p (P n }$ p , there exists ¥ j^7 r p (P n )^p such that Step 17. r4
By the proof of Step 16 applied to a = 0, 2ft 0 satisfies the property L{i 2 . Hence P2ft 0 with any central projection P satisfies the same property. Since r 00 (9t)c{l} for any finite von Neumann algebra 91Q4], we have r 00 (P 0 9^) = r 00 (P M 2J^0) = {l} if the space is separable by [1] .
Q.E.D. § 6. Discussions The decomposition 2ft = 2*P w 2ft in Theorem 2 is a partial central decomposition according to asymptotic ratio set into r^ pure parts [7] .
By exactly the same method as the proof of Theorem 2, we can analyze a von Neumann algebra 2ft with a cyclic and separating vector $, such that logJ has exclusively an isolated point spectrum and each $Q a is cyclic for TO. The last assumptions imply that each § a is separating for TO because J^a = ^-a and replaces Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 2. We can proceed up to Step 8 without any further assumption. However
Step 10 no longer holds and hence one finds a formula ( U* tO* = e-(A*)*W)-\( UU*M.
If we make a further assumption that e~a (A%) 2^l , then we can complete the analysis and we obtain the same conclusion as Theorem 1 except that <j) n no longer satisfies 0 w (z) = 0 w (l)2r and M(P W TO 0 , $") corresponds to the case A<j> n = e anl2 in Theorem 3.
If e~f l (^42) 2 = l does not hold, we are left with an isomorphism from a subalgebra of TO onto another subalgebra of TO. It will be of interest to generalize M($$ 9 0) for such 0. The construction of M(g, 0) in Section 2 can be generalized to the case where TO has a commutative semigroup G of injective endomorphisms, which we shall briefly sketch. This situation is relevant to R^Ry^Rŵ hen log x/log y is irrational. We assume that They satisfy In any monomial of 7r(g) and Z7(G), we make the following reordering. First factor any U(g) as Z7((0, 0))=Z7((0, 1))^((1, 0)) by (6.13). Bring all Z7((l, ^)) to the right using (6.14) 7 with g=l and (6. 14)' with x = l, where £/((!, 0)g) ^s again decomposed. Similarly bring all £/((0, 1)) to the left using (6.14) with g=l. Collect all Z7((l, 0)) into one using (6.13) in the form U((l, 00) Z7((l, 0 2 )) =[/((!, 0i-# 2 ))-Similarly collect all C/((F. 1)) into one by using (6.13) 7 . We then see that J7((0, I))TT(A?) £/"((!, ^)) are total in M(g, G). As we shall show after the following computations, U((G 9 l))7r(g)Z7((l, G))J?(g, G) contains a total set of analytic vectors for J(g, G)
1/2 . Hence (6.30) shows that /(g, G) and J(g, G) are modular conjugation operator and modular operator for S^(^,G).
From (6.22), (6.23) and M'(g, G)cAf(g, G)', we have (6.19). The assertion for the case A^>1 is proved in the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.
Computations. We present proof of those formulas which require more complicated computations.
Formula (6.13).
Setting ^ = ^(^'), 02 = ^((1, <fig r \ <f>3 = < '),
we have
where we have used (6.1), (6.5), (6.6), (6.9) and (6. Hence we have (6.28). 
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Group-measure construction. If G is a commutative group of ^auto-morphisms, then we see that M(f5, (?) defined above is unitarily equivalent to an ordinary group measure construction in the following manner.
G is now isomorphic to G with g^G corresponding to g = We have 0 ( The formulas on the right hand sides of (6. 37) ~ (6. 40) are usual group-measure construction (at least for a commutative §) and works even when G is non-commutative. Formulas (6.41) and (6.42) give modular conjugation and modular operators also for non-commutative G.
Example. Let R x = (x) (R g , S } where G is a countable set for the g<=G moment, R g is a type / 2 factor and S g has a spectrum ^ and (1 -I) relative to R g (independent of g) where A(l -A)~1 = x. Since the modular operator for S = ®S g has a spectrum at ^ = {0} U {x n ; n = 0, ±1,...} and The pair, M(R X , G) and ^2(^^, G), is then unitarily equivalent to the pair, M(g, <£) with %=M((R X ), G) 0~M ((R X \, G) and Q(% 9 0). The case where G is a free group of two generators is given by Pukanszky. Since M(R X , G) for this case does not have property L its asymptotic ratio set is {0}.
